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Improve business function.
Embrace higher efficiency and profitability.
Drive lean organization.

RESOURCES YOU CAN CONTROL

Nowadays, businesses need to align strategies and
operations to enhance productivity and insight to
their enterprises. However, new economic and
global challenges ahead require new approach.
In addition to local consideration, enterprise must
now deal with complex and diversified, crossborder commerce activities, as well as longer lead
times, price hike, and greater risk and number of
regulatory of requirements that characterizing the
economic today. ERP software from Syburst give
your enterprise power to adapt quickly to changing
business requirements.
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Enterprise Resources Planning
Syburst Solutions > Horizontal Application > ERP
Introduction
The application is an integrated, powerful financial management solution designed
for companies that need a core financial management and trade solution that will
easily scale as their business grows. This edition is streamlined for easy installation,
rapid user adoption, and an attractive price.
Benefit Statement
The application provides an inexpensive, fast, and efficient way to register financial
transactions originating from accounts payable, accounts receivable, and the
general ledger. Use dimensions to analyze your company’s financial data from
different perspectives and transform raw data into actionable knowledge.
Key Questions






Do your employees spend too much time processing financial transactions
and maintaining journals and accounts in the general ledger manually?
Do you need insight in your business that results from having multiple
perspectives on data?
Do your employees need simplified reporting tools to create custom reports
and gain greater business insights?
Do you need tighter control over business activities with the ability to
monitor the progress of priority items?
Do you need to adapt business processes to changing conditions?

How To Use This Document
This Data Sheet is designed to be used by anyone who likes to have the overview of
Syburst ERP Solution. It is intended for you to use as a tool to familiarize yourself
with the full scope of the solution and to help describe specific modules and
functionality to your organizations. It is written in the second person (the subject is
“you”) to make it easy to transform the text into customer-ready statements.
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Integration is key to ERP
Syburst ERP Solution from Syburst Technologies brings the entire support
activities within your value chain together in one integrated ERP solution. Once an
ERP system from Syburst is in place, usually all aspects of our customers’
organization can work in harmony instead of single system needing to be compatible
each other.
A complete solution
The solution offers control over everything from procurement and order fulfillment to
financial management. This feature-rich solution facilitates the requirements of the
most complex business operations. Organizations using Syburst ERP Solution
have taken control of their management planning and operations, reduced costs,
and increased customer service levels, while providing exceptional on-time delivery
and partner visibility to necessary information.
The solution also gives you tools sitting on top of a large and valuable data
warehouse to enable you to mine the information and gather intelligence on how
your enterprise work. It is flexible enough to accommodate your business to be one
that would keep you moving forward, not one that could possibly require you
backtrack and redesign anything.
Syburst ERP Solution help enterprise like yours to reduce operational costs,
improve efficiency, gain better visibility of transactions across entire value chain,
make better business decision, deliver the right products or services at the right
time, keep customer promises, build capacity and capability to order fulfillment, and
adopt lean organization.
Flexible, low cost ERP solution that match the way your business works
In today's world of globalization and price pressures, it is imperative that your
enterprise resource planning systems offer business-specific solutions with industry
experience built in. From the first activity to the last activity, the software delivers a
complete solution footprint for handling all your enterprise planning and execution
across multiple business function. Now you can determine what your enterprise
value chain should look like, how much resources are necessary and which the most
cost efficient vendor. You can secure better rates with vendors and customers,
develop and execute enterprise planning for lean organization. The solution expands
your business potentials with smooth integration that consolidates entire enterprise
resource planning process.
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Solution Overview
Syburst ERP Solution is a unique solution for managing enterprise resources
management. The solution consists of two (2) platforms, web and windows-based
application. Although it looks and feel similar, both have a slight different in their
features. Business Advisory will assess and recommend which platform in shape
with your business nature and requirement. The solution comprises of Financial,
Procurement, Customer Relationship and Advanced Reporting.
Financial
Financial empowers your financial and accounting department to transform its
function into that of strategic business unit, providing critical business insight your
enterprise needs to improve financial health and performance. The solution is a
comprehensive business management solution for financial and accounting for
midsized and larger business that works like and with friendly user interfacing to
help you improve productivity. It comprises of General Ledger, Fixed Asset, Account
Receivable, Account Payable, and Cash Bank. With, you can be confident your
business management solution is, and will continue to be, relevant to the needs of
your people and the demands of your industry and business.
General Ledger
This advanced general ledger features that help you manage relationships
between subsidiaries and the parent company. You can make transactions
directly in a related company, which can help minimize workload. Use
dimension hierarchies to analyze your company’s financial data from
different perspectives and transform raw data into actionable knowledge. It
also enables you to make cash flow forecasts, so you can easily anticipate
cash requirements and liquidity.
 Configure multiple and recurring journals with workflow and approval
capability
 Handle multicurrency and exchange adjustments
 Create different types of budgets to predict your company’s financial
needs for a specific budget period
 Ability to track budget revisions
 Access Role Tailored business intelligence with out-of- the-box financial
reporting, performance indicators, and analysis tools
 Extensive, flexible tax module features for different types of calculations
and reporting
 Advanced financial statement that includes alternative rows
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Fixed Asset
This module helps you to reduce time spend too much tracking the status of
your fixed assets in the general ledger and elsewhere. With single sets of
fixed asset data, you can achiever the highest possible return on your
assets investment, makes key decision makers easily to ensure
stakeholders are aware of, buy, subsequently use, and dispose business
assets. Fixed Assets uses asset budgeting and multiple depreciation models
to track the status of your company’s fixed assets. Integration with other
parts of Syburst Solution means you can order and receive fixed assets
through purchase orders and inventory.
 Implement transaction reversals, additional asset groups and attributes,
and asset adjustment reason codes
 Quickly update the replacement cost and insured value for selected
fixed assets
 Manage the full life cycle from acquisition to depreciation and
disposition
 Projects can be transferred as fixed assets for capitalization and
depreciation purposes
 Maintain asset status information
 Improve control over fixed assets to drive accuracy and timeliness in
your accounting results
 Multiple depreciation models
 Easily to be integrated with purchasing, inventory, and project
functionality
 Supporting barcode handling
Account Payable
 Prepayment capabilities
 Support flexible payment terms, including advanced payment
schedules, cash discounts, and multiple payment methods
 Use multiple invoice entry options, including separate handling of
approved and unapproved invoices, and matching invoices to physical
deliveries
Account Receivable
 Monitor credit checks
 Set up parameters, flexible payment terms, cash discounts, and handle
prepayments and advanced payments
Cash Bank
 Petty cash and bank account reconciliation
 Monitor deposits, payments, drafts, and bank balances
Procurement
Procurement streamlines your entire purchasing activities, providing cost control and
budget alignment to your enterprise, securing long-term resources acquisition
capacity while maintaining the lowest level of resources inventory level in order to
minimize your working capital.
Customer Relationship
Customer Relationship administer your marketing, sales and after sales activities
with ability to build capacity and capability of order fulfillment.
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Technology and Technical Features
● Platform:
■ Development: .NET 3.5
■ Server: Windows Server 2003/2008
■ DBMS / Backend DB: SQL Server 2005/2008
■ Web server: IIS 6.0/7.0
■ OS: Windows XP
● Support Crystal Report and reporting services
● Flexible report creation
● Syburst Advanced Solution to accommodate specific business process
● Compatible with LDAP Directory Service
● Featuring Single On
● Pure web based (ActiveX or Applet not required)
● Modular architecture
● Easy server deployment
● Standard navigation and transaction control
● Easy to maintain and no back end administrative task
● Support GPS, SMS and Email interfacing
● Intuitive, easy-to-use and sophisticated GUI
● Integrated to Windows Active Directory
● Support Oracle Finance interfacing
● Support Oracle Inventory interfacing
● Support Oracle Purchasing interfacing
● Adopt business practice and best practice
● Traceability with Audit Trail
● Approval and Delegation functionality
About Syburst
Syburst delivers business specific software for ERP, SCM, MRP, MES, CRM, and
EIS to enterprising organizations. With experience built in, Syburst’s solution
enables business of all industries to be more enterprising and adapt to the rapid
changes of a global marketplace. With our passion and commitment to envision the
enterprising business solution, Syburst is changing what businesses expect from an
enterprise software provider.
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